Spare parts & technical consumables
Exatec ATM is well known for supplying spare parts for the maintenance and the upgrades, with several
hundreds of references immediately available and thousands of units on stock for the main brands of
the ATM market :

Exatec ATM proposes all kind of modules used in the ATMs :
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dispensers
deposit modules
printers
readers
PCs
electronic boards

power supplies
operator interfaces
keyboards
cassettes
fascias…

The requests we receive usually include the manufacturer’s part number and the product’s description.
However, we can also identify the requested items from pictures or with the model of ATM and the type of
module, thanks to our technical skills.
In any case, Exatec ATM has a huge database linking the manufacturer part numbers with the ones from
our customers and suppliers and our own part numbers. Each product has an Exatec ATM label with our
reference and our serial number to identify the part and apply our warranty conditions. This database
gives in real time an update of the stock and its specific location in our warehouses of 2 500 sqm (27 000
sqf).
Exatec ATM offers several choices of quality, depending on the future use and the budget :
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New, never used nor installed, tested with a short-term process, 3 months warranty period
As New, all consumables being replaced after an entire dismantling & deep cleaning, tested with a
long-term process, 3 months warranty period
Refurbished, all used consumables being replaced, cleaning made without entire dismantling,
tested with a long-term process, 1 month warranty period
Working, no new consumable, tested with a short-term process, 10 days warranty period
As is, products sold without any test, usually per quantity, without any visible damage, no warranty

Exatec ATM also supplies technical consumables to maintain or to repair the ATMs, such as belts,
rollers, gears, magnetic heads... These consumables can be original or generic ones, always on first
class quality, and used in our renewing and repairing processes.
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